BMYC EGM 13/2/2018 1200hrs, Sutton Sailing Club
Members Present:- C.Hartland, G.Tite, A.Skitt, J.Burgoine, R.Hall, I.Apps, A.Coleman, Mrs A.Burgoine,
I.Cooke, M.Stevenson, G.Saunders, S.Philpott, K.Alcock, L.Geeson, C.Billington, R.Unitt, M.Unitt,
P.Hartley, I.McDonald, R.Hudson.
Apologies:- B.Rolfe, C.Hulland, R.Atkins, R.Webb, M.Watton.
Graham Tite addressed the meeting reflecting upon his time as Commodore and he thanked
everyone for their support. Graham then proposed Alan Skitt to be Commodore (Sec C.Hartland).
The meeting voted all in favour.
Ian Apps proposed a vote of thanks to Graham for his service as Commodore, all in favour.
Graham then presented the Brueton Shield to Roger Unitt for his service as Treasurer.
C.Hartland proposed G.Tite for position of Bosun a new Committee post (Sec A.Skitt) All voted in
favour.
Alan Skitt then addressed the meeting saying that the club was in a good position with an
experienced committee and thanked all those who had made this possible.
Job Descriptions were now in place and have been agreed by the Committee members.
The Constitution is in need of updating and this will be undertaken during the coming year.
The club archive is to be updated and Alan will liaise with I Cooke and others to progress this.
Ian Cooke then said a few words regarding the formation and history of the club from when it began
in August 1929; this information will be included in the final publication.
Following the closure of the meeting Alan raised the important issue of the RG65 class racing. A
discussion took place when all members were given the opportunity to express their views for
consideration by the Committee. A meeting of the committee followed immediately when the issues
raised were discussed. The decision of the committee was conveyed to the members during the tea
break.
A revised race programme will be produced in the near future by the Sailing Secretary to
accommodate the required changes.
Clive Hartland
Secretary

